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Figure 1: (a) The integration of visplore and R enables an iterative analysis workflow. (b) The integrated R object browser shows all objects in
the R workspace and allows synchronization between both environments. R commands and scripts can then be written using the R console.

ABSTRACT

This poster describes general concepts of integrating the statistical
computation package R into a coordinated multiple views frame-
work. The integration is based on a cyclic analysis workflow. In this
model, interactive selections are a key aspect to trigger and control
computations in R. Dynamic updates of data columns are a generic
mechanism to transfer computational results back to the interactive
visualization. Further aspects include the integration of the R con-
sole and an R object browser as views in our system. We illustrate
our approach by means of an interactive modeling process.

1 INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Visualization and statistics both facilitate the understanding of com-
plex data characteristics. Traditional statistical tools use static vi-
sualizations mainly for presentation purposes (confirmatory analy-
sis). Visual analysis, in contrast, combines computational means
with powerful interaction concepts such as linking and brushing.
The statistical functionality, however, typically has to be imple-
mented either from scratch or by adapting open-source algorithms.
In contrast, this poster demonstrates concepts to tightly integrate
statistical computing based on the environment R [4] in an existing
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framework for visual analysis, called visplore [3]. Such an inte-
gration provides on-demand access to a vast amount of statistical
methods and graphics, including recent developments in computa-
tional analysis. Benefits of the integration include rapid prototyp-
ing of semiautomated analytical approaches as well as on-demand
data transformations (e.g., normalizing the data, applying a box-cox
transformation, computing robust statistical moments).

Currently, only few approaches tightly integrate statistical soft-
ware and interactive visualization in a generic way. The visual anal-
ysis framework Mondrian [5], for example, can load data from an
R workspace using a GUI interface. Other approaches integrate
linking and brushing facilities into R graphics [6]. As a third alter-
native, two stand-alone environments can be coupled. The R pack-
age rggobi, for instance, links R and GGobi [1] in a way that results
from both applications can be combined. The analysis is mainly
steered from R, for example, by creating GGobi plots or anima-
tions via the command-line. Our work is inspired by the latter kind
of approaches and enables a highly interactive loop between visual-
ization and computing, which is mainly controlled via brushing. In
contrast to other systems, visplore provides rich visual feedback
during interaction by showing intermediate results and by using
multi-threading [3]. The proposed concepts are generic and can
potentially be applied to other visual analysis frameworks as well.

2 INTEGRATING R INTO VISPLORE

This section describes the concepts for our integration of R into
our framework of coordinated multiple views. A key mechanism
is the dynamic exchange of both selection information and data at-
tributes between the two environments. We can directly access in-
ternal memory structures in R using its API [4], which enables a fast
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Figure 2: Interactive creation and evaluation of a regression model.

data transfer. Data columns in visplore can then be made available
for R as vectors, where they can be accessed, e.g., within scripts.
Selections in visplore result from brushing in linked views and are
represented as logical vectors in R. The user can choose whether
the selection information should be synchronized manually or au-
tomatically, e.g., when altering a brush.

The described data exchange enables an iterative analysis work-
flow, which is illustrated in Fig. 1a. The user brushes interesting
subsets of the data in views such as scatterplots or parallel coordi-
nates. R scripts can then be executed on-demand or automatically
whenever the selection information changes. Using R’s indexing
feature, computations can optionally be restricted to the selected
subset of the data, e.g., subset= dataset[focus]. Alternatively, the
index vector can be used as a parameter to an R function. Instead
of computing statistics of the whole data, the user can then study
local summaries or statistical models created only from the brushed
subset of the data (e.g., after deselectiong outliers). The computed
results can be automatically transferred back to visplore, where they
can be visualized and explored further like any other data attribute.
Also, the data can be analyzed using statistical graphics within R,
which are dynamically updated when the selection changes.

For convenience reasons, we incorporate the standard R console
as a view in visplore, which allows the user to write R commands
and execute them using the R language interpreter (e.g., applying
data transformations). Additionally, an integrated R object browser
shows the existing objects in the R workspace (including variables
and results from computations). This browser also enables the cre-
ation or synchronization with corresponding data columns in vis-
plore. Operations such as deleting, editing or renaming of R objects
can be done via a context menu.

3 INTERACTIVE CREATION OF REGRESSION MODELS

We demonstrate the advantages of combining interactive visualiza-
tion and statistical computing via R. The analyzed data stems from
a survey on the classification of Italian olive oils based on their
composition of different fatty acids [2].

The analysis starts with a setup that shows the different fatty
acids in parallel coordinates (Fig. 2). We write an R script that
creates a linear regression model (lm) based on the selected data
subset (focus) of the fatty acids oleic and linoleic. The two data at-
tributes are shown in an R scatterplot depicting the trend line for the
selected data (red). Additionally, we check whether the residuals of
the regression model are distributed normally using a QQ plot [7].
The R script is executed whenever the selection in visplore changes,
which updates the regression model and the R graphics:

test data training data

Figure 3: Visual analysis of a multivariate regression model, which is
created from the selected data (training data) and compared to the
real values of the unselected data (test data).

dev.off()
model1 <- lm(oleic ˜ linoleic, subset = focus)
plot(oleic ˜ linoleic, col = focus + 1)
abline(model1, col="red") # trend line of model
x11()
qq.plot(model1$residuals, "norm", main="QQ-Plot")

As a next step, a multivariate regression model is created based
on the brushed subset (training data) of four fatty acids. In Fig. 3,
the predictions of the created model are then compared to the real
values of the regressor, which are not selected (test data). Box plots
are used to compare the prediction error on the test data with the
error on the training data. The discrepancy between the two plots
indicates a model fit with low prediction quality. Finally, summary
statistics such as the residuals of the fitted model are transferred
back to visplore, where they are investigated via brushing.

4 CONCLUSIONS

Adding the computational features of R to a powerful visualization
framework like visplore creates a comprehensive toolbox for data
analysts. The interaction loop between visplore and R enables the
user to not only explore the data, but also to interactively create
and evaluate statistical models, combining dynamic graphics with
R modeling tools. Since visplore uses the API to directly access R’s
internal memory structures, the integration scales to millions of data
values. During interaction, only the selection information and the
resulting attributes need to be synchronized. When R is busy due
to large data or complex computations, multi-threading ensures that
visplore remains responsive [3]. In future work, we want to tighter
integrate R graphics into the visplore system. New views could
visualize typical R objects like regression or classification models
in order to further enhance the interactive modeling process. We
consider our proposed model generic enough to be applicable to
other visual analysis frameworks as well.
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